HOT SERIES FIBER LOGS

- Individually Cast Logs
- Hand Painted
- High Detail Fiber
- 2 Fiber Log Set Styles
- Stainless Steel Burner Construction
HOT Blue Pine Split Charred Logs Available in 24” Front View Only. Large bottom logs are reversible. ‘Bark’ or ‘Split’ side can face forward as shown above.

HOT AZ Weathered Oak Charred Logs Available in 24” Front View Only.

"HOT" SERIES FIBER LOGS

High Output Technology “HOT” Series is an innovative combination of the heating properties of fiber and the detail properties of a ceramic refractory log. Casted off our Arizona Weathered Oak Charred & Blue Pine Split Charred logs, the HOT Series is designed to make fiber logs look like a ceramic refractory log. Besides the great look of the HOT Series, these functional logs produces 35% more heat than our ceramic refractory equivalent. HOT Series puts more heat in the room and less heat loss up the chimney.

HEAT SHIELD REFLECTOR

Includes 3 Part Heat Shield Reflector - 2 Burner Shown

www.GrandCanyonGasLogs.com